


Cultivate and nurture plan to Maximize 
best buyer revenue

For the period:______________ (12 months)
Prepared by CEO & Best Buyer Team: Marketing VP, account reps, customer service reps, product development lead

QUARTERLY ACTION DATE WHO? NOTES

One-on-one or small group 
breakfasts or lunches once per 
year

Invite each best buyer for 
breakfast or lunch with CEO or 
Owner                                                

                                                            CEO, Owner or Founder                     Continue these until CEO or 
Owner has met with all Best 
Buyers.

‘Drinks-and-learn’ reception 
after work with a speaker on a 
topic of interest once per year

Plan 3 months ahead, invite all 
best buyers

Week 2 of the first 30 days Best Buyer Team CEO or Owner should spend
time with each best buyer and
also introduce best buyers to
each other.

Invitation to sporting or 
entertainment events once per 
year

Plan 6 months ahead. Reserve 
a suite or box for an event and 
invite all best buyers.

Week 3 of the first 30 days Best Buyer Team CEO or Owner should spend
time with each best buyer and
also introduce best buyers to
each other.

Annual symposium or 
conference for all your best 
buyers and their peers

Plan 9–10 months ahead. 
Research and select an event 
planner; invite high profile 
keynote speaker; include 2–3 
experts for breakout sessions.

Week 4 of the first 30 days Best Buyer Team and
Event Planner

CEO or Owner should spend
time with each best buyer and
also introduce best buyers to
each other.
You should not charge your best
buyers for this. You may invite
other buyers at a nominal ticket
price.



Monthly

MONTHLY ACTION DATE WHO? NOTES

White paper or report. Hire an expert writer for this.
Print it professionally. Mail with 
a note.

The note should come from 
someone the buyer knows by 
name.

A booklet on a topic of interest, 
printed and mailed

Hire an expert to produce this 
work or use one that’s publicly 
available.

The note should come from 
someone the buyer knows by 
name.

A card or note thanking them 
for being part of your life

Personal, hand-written and NOT 
sent at Thanksgiving or New 
Years.

This must come from the CEO
or Owner with a handwritten
message and handwritten
mailing address.

A podcast or video that made 
you think of them

Email the link with a friendly 
note.

The account rep should send
this.

Business news that impacts the 
city or region where they are 
located

Clip articles from business 
publications, or email links to 
articles, that are of interest to 
them.

The account rep should send
this.

Upcoming local events 
buyer                                                 

Compile list of 3-4 public events
of interest to them.  Email the list. 
dentify propsects.

The account rep or marketing 
department can send this.

A publication clipping that is 
relevant to a specific buyer

Mail with a note. Everyone on the Best Buyer 
Team can be on the lookout for 
relevant articles to clip and mail.



 Continue Monthly

MONTHLY ACTION DATE WHO? NOTES

Books by powerful industry               Mail or deliver by FedEx.                                                                                                                                             Include note:
leaders

 
   
 read it and make notes about 
 interesting passages.

   "Thought of you. Enjoy."              
   CEO or Owner sends this
   CEO or Owner sends 
   this.                                                                          

   Books by their favorite authors,   
   or on their favorite topics, not 
   necessarily business-related

   Mail or deliver by FedEx. This comes from the CEO or 
   Owner and should include a 
   note saying that you thought of 
   them when you saw this book.

   A checklist of action steps 
   relevant to your expertise 
   that they can share with their 
   executive team

   Hire a professional graphic 
   designer and expert writer 
   to create this and print 
   professionally.

   This would come from the
   account rep

   A one-page printed information 
   piece that they can keep handy

   Top tips, myths, or other short, 
   useful ideas that they’d like to 
   keep handy. Use expert design 
   and professional printing.

   This would come from
   marketing.

   Forecasts and statistics that are 
   relevant to them

   Hire a researcher or expert in 
   the field to create this report.
   Print nicely.

   This should come from the CEO 
   or Owner with a handwritten 
   note. Be sure the expert is 
   wellknown.
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